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INTRODUCTION 
Let V= V,@ V, be a Z,-graded vector space over R, the field of real 
numbers. Let dim V0 = 2n and dim V, = A4 (n, Ma 0), and consider a 
non-degenerate bilinear form ( ., . ) on Y determined by 
(v,w)=*vBw (u, w B v, 
where B is a matrix of the form 
and a vector in V is considered to be a row vector with basis arranged first 
in V, then next in V, , The form ( ., . ) satisfies 
(u, w)= -(-l)“‘“‘“‘“‘(w,u> (u, w  E V: homogeneous), 
where E(U) E Z2 denotes the degree of u. By this property, we call ( ., . > 
super skew symmetric. Let gl( V) be the full matrix algebra on V endowed 
with canonical Lie superalgebra structure. That is, Z,-grading is given by 
gl(fqi= {xEgl(V)(xVjc Vi+Jj=o, 1)) 
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and a bracket product is defined as 
[.y, .,,I = .YJ’- ( - 1 y’-“- j’.\’ 
for homogeneous elements s, ~9 E gl( V). 
In general a Lie superalgebra is a direct sum of two vector spaces 
indexed by Zz, g = go @ g r, with bracket product [, ] which satisfies 
(0) [gi, gj] c gi+j, i.e., CJ is a graded algebra. 
(I ) For homogeneous .Y, J’EQ, it holds that [x, J] =--(- l)“‘“‘“‘“‘[~, x]. 
(2) For homogeneous s. .1; z E 9, super Jacobi identity holds: 
(_ l)EMZl [x, [v, z]] + (- 1 )E(J+E(Y’ [4’, [z, X]] 
+ (- 1 p’E’)) [z, [x, y-j] = 0. 
Note that go is a usual Lie algebra. We call a Lie superalgebra 
homomorphism of g into gf( W, ) a representation of g on a complex super- 
space W,. 
Let osp(2n, M; [w) be a sub Lie superalgebra of gl( V) which consists of 
the elements leaving ( ., . ) invariant. Recall that we say x E gl( k’) leaves 
( ., . ) invariant if x is a linear combination of homogeneous elements 
JJ E gl( V) which satisfies 
( yl, U’) + ( - 1 )E(J”L(L” (u, yw ) = 0 for homogeneous ~7, I~‘E V. 
The algebra oep(2n, M; [w) is called an orthosymplectic algebra and has 
attracted much attention from mathematicians and physicists recently (for 
example, see [3]). As a mathematical object, osp(24 M; [w) is a simple Lie 
superalgebra ([8], in that paper V. Kac classified all the finite dimensional 
simple Lie superalgebras) and it is fundamental to study its representations. 
In [ 11 J, we constructed oscillator representations for oep(24 M; R), 
using Heisenberg Lie superalgebras. It is super unitary (see Definition 1.1 
for a precise definition) and has very important properties. In fact, “almost 
all” the irreducible super unitary representations of osp(2n, M; R) can be 
realized in some oscillator representation of a larger orthosymplectic 
algebra oep(2nl, ML; W) [12). In low rank cases, for instance for 
05p(2, 1; Iw) or oep(2,2; Iw), we obtained all the irreducible super unitary 
representations in this manner [lo; 12, Theorem 3.51. 
In the present paper, we study unitary representations of oep(24 2m; R) 
in several directions. First, we try to realize super unitary representations 
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as induced representations from a parabolic subalgebra. This type of induc- 
tion is popular and studied by many people (for example, see [9, Sect. 2; 
4, Sect. 2.41). Although all the unitary representations are not treated here, 
“generic” representations can be realized as induced representations from a 
parabolic with reductive part compact (Theorem 3.3). We call these 
representations discrete series for osp(2n, 2m; R). The name “discrete 
series” comes from several reasons. Among those, three major reasons are 
(i) Eigenvalues of Laplace-Casimir operators are discretely dis- 
tributed. 
(ii) They are super unitary lowest weight modules. 
(iii) They have character formulas almost the same as those of 
holomorphic discrete series for sp(2n; R) x eo(2m). 
Second, results concerned with (iii) in the above are discussed. We 
calculate out characters and super-characters of these discrete series 
representations (Propositions 4.2 and 4.3). These characters are expressed 
like Weyl’s character formula, i.e., using Weyl groups and (super) 
denominators. We think that these formulas are interesting from the 
combinatorial point of view. 
Third, decompositions of discrete series as a representation of the even 
part, which is a usual Lie algebra, are discussed. We use a character 
formula to prove a general decomposition theorem (Theorem 6.1). 
Let us explain each section briefly. After preparing notations and defini- 
tions in Section 1, we summarize results on Laplace-Casimir operators of 
osp(2n, 201; R) in Section 2 after F. A. Berezin. In Section 3, we define 
discrete series for oep(2n, 2m; R) as induced representations from a 
parabolic subalgebra (Definition 3.1). Using the theory of Laplace-Casimir 
operators, it can be proved that generically discrete series are irreducible 
super unitary representations (Theorem 3.3). 
In Section 4, we develop the theory of characters and super-characters. 
In Section 4.1, (super-)characters of discrete series are given (Proposi- 
tions 4.2 and 4.3), which reveals a strong resemblance with characters of 
holomorphic discrete series of a semisimple Lie group of Hermitian sym- 
metric type. After that, in Section 4.2, we also give (super-)characters of 
oscillator representations (Propositions 4.2 and 4.3). Section 5 is devoted to 
the case of 05p(2,2; R) and we get a complete list of characters of 
irreducible super unitary representations. 
The last section, Section 6, deals with the decomposition of a discrete 
series as a representation of the even part, which is isomorphic to 
sp(2n, R) x eo(2m). A general decomposition theorem (Theorem 6.1) and 
explicit decompositions (Corollaries 6.2 and 6.3 ) are obtained. 
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I. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Super Unitary Representation 
Let g = g,, @ g, be a Lie superalgebra over R. 
DEFINITION 1.1. We call a representation (p, F) of g super unitarv (or 
simply unitary in this paper), if the superspace F= F,O F, admits a 
non-degenerate super Hermitian form ( ., .) which satisfies 
(0) The form ( ., .) is homogeneous of degree zero, i.e., (a, b) # 0 only 
if E(a) + s(b) =0 (a, bE F, homogeneous), where E(a) denotes the degree 
of a. 
(1) The form ( ., . ) is positive definite on FO. There is a constant 
6 = f 1 depending only on (p, F) such that 6 fi ( ., .) is positive definite 
on F,. We call 6 an associated constant. 
(2) The operators {p(X)jx~ g} leave (., .) invariant: 
(p(X) u, w) + ( - l)E’X)&‘P) (u, p(X) NJ) = 0 (1) 
for homogeneous XE g, u and U’E F. Here we call (., .) the super Hermitian 
form when (a, b) = ( - l)E(U’E(*’ (b, a) holds. 
From now on we do not declare that elements XE g, a, b E F, and so on 
are homogeneous, but it should be understood that elements are 
homogeneous whenever their degrees appear. Of course non-homogeneous 
elements are said to have some property if their homogeneous parts have 
that property. 
Assume that g is a classical simple Lie superalgebra over R (for a defini- 
tion, see [S, Sect. 21). Then g is a real form of a complex simple Lie super- 
algebra gc = g 0, @. In this case, the even part (gO)c of gc is always 
reductive (lot. cit.). 
Let f be a maximal compact subalgebra of go. We always assume that t 
contains the center of go. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A representation (p, F) of g is called admissible, if the 
representation (p 1 r, F) of f is completely reducible and its irreducible 
components are all finite dimensional with multiplicities finite. 
1.2. Orthosymplectic Algebras 
Let V= P’,, @ V, be a super space over R (or C). We call a bilinear form 
b on V super skew symmetric if b satisfies 
b( u, w) = - ( - 1 )E(“‘E(~‘) b( NJ, u) (u, w  E V: homogeneous), 
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where E(U) denotes the degree of UE V. For a super skew symmetric form 
b on V, we denote by osp(b; V) an orthosymplectic algebra in gl( V): 
oep(b; V) = { XE gI( V)( X leaves b invariant } . 
Remark that the meaning of “invariance” in the above expression must be 
considered in the sense of superalgebras: 
b(Xj, w) + ( - l)E’X)E(P’ b(o, A-w) = 0 for XE gl( V), r and 1%’ E v, (2) 
where s(X) denotes the degree of a linear transformation X. 
Suppose that b is non-degenerate and homogeneous of degree zero. Then 
dim V, is necessarily even and we put dim V, = 2n, dim V, = M. Moreover 
we assume that, after some normalization of the basis in V, b is expressed 
by a matrix of the form 
0 1, 0 
B= [ -1, 0 0 1 . 
0 0 1.44 
We write this algebra osp(b; V) = oep(2n, M; R) (or oep(2n, M; C) if V is 
a vector space over C). Hereafter we call oep(2n, M; OX) an orthosymplecric 
algebra (over Iw). It is known that only the real form oep(24 M; [w) of 
osp(24 M; C) has non-trivial admissible super unitary representations (see 
[12]). Moreover we have 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Irreducible admissible super unitary representations of 
osp(2n, M; R) are lowest weight modules (respectioely highest weight 
modules) if the associated constant is - 1 (respectively 1). 
2. LAPLACE-CASIMIR OPERATORS FOR ORTHOSYMPLECTIC ALGEBRAS 
From now on we put M= 2m and treat only the orthosymplectic 
algebras g = osp(2n, 2m; Iw). Let U(g,) be the enveloping algebra of ge. 
We call elements of the center of U(g& Laplace-Casimir operators (or 
simply Luplace operators). In this section, we collect results on the center 
3 of U(g, ) after F. A. Berezin and V. Kac [ 1, 9, 71. 
Let S(g, ) be a symmetric superalgebra of gc. That is, S(g,) is a 
quotient algebra of the tensor algebra T(g,) with respect to a two-sided 
ideal generated by the elements of the form 
X@y-(-l)E(X)E’Y)y@X (-? YE SC ). 
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One can easily see that S(g,) 2 s((g,),)OA (gl)re, where S((g,)c) is a 
usual symmetric algebra of (go )c and A (g,)c is an exterior algebra. Since 
the Killing form of gc is nondegenerate, we can identify S(g,) with the 
space of super symmetric polynomial functions on gc. Let Z(g,) be a 
homogeneous ideal of S(g, ) consisting of all the invariant elements with 
respect to the adjoint action of gc. We define super symmetrization map 
of Sk,) to Wg, 1 by 
where E; is a sign f 1 determined by the number of transposition of odd 
elements in -Ye, x2, . . . . ?ck. 
LEMMA 2.1. Under the super symmetrization map 6, S(g,) and U(g,) 
are isomorphic as super spaces. Moreover, we have 6( I( gC )) = 3. 
Proof. This is similar to the Lie algebra case. Q.E.D. 
Let h, be a Cartan subalgebra of gc. Here a Cartan subalgebra h, of gc 
means that of the even part (g,,)c. We call cr~hz is a root of (gc, h,) if 
c( is a non-zero simultaneous eigenvalue of ad 5,. Let A be the roots of 
(gc, h,). If a non-zero eigenvector X, of ~1, which we call a root vector, is 
contained in (gO)c (respectively (g , )c ), then a is called even (respectively 
odd), Let A0 (respectively A, ) be the collection of all the even roots 
(respectively odd roots). In the case of orthosymplectic algebras, we can 
define the notion of positivity (see Section 3 and, for example, [S]). We 
denote positive roots by A + and put AL? = A + n A i (i = 0, 1). 
The restriction map j: S(g,) + S(t),) brings I(g,) into S(t):)“, where 
W is the Weyl group of (gO)e 2: ap(2n; C) x so(2m; C) and S(f~c)~ denotes 
the subspace of W-invariant polynomials in S(t),). In general it holds that 
j(Z(g,))cS(hE)w. Moreover we have 
PROPOSITION 2.2 [ 1, p. 296, Corollary]. Put R = n fi (/? E A : ). Then we 
have R.S(f)E)We j(I(g,)). As a consequence, we get S(hE)W[l/R]= 
A4gc)K11R1. 
Let g+ (respectively go- ) be a direct sum of the positive (respectively 
negative) root spaces. Then gc decomposes as gc = g + Oh, 0 g-. By the 
Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, it is known that 
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We denote by p a projection p: 3 + U(I),) along this decomposition. Put 
Successive application of p and translation by p is denoted by d, 
i.e., d(z)(,l)=p(z)(A +p) (~LE$:), where we identify an element of 
U(hc)= S(t),) with a polynomial on hz. Then@: 3 + S(hE)w is an algebra 
homomorphism (see, for example, [ 1, p. 302, Theorem 3.21). For semisim- 
ple Lie algebras, it is well-known that d(3) = j(1(g,)) = S(l): )‘? However, 
for simple Lie superalgebras, this equality fails to hold. In the case of 
gc = osp(2n, 2m; C), Berezin proved 
PROPOSITION 2.3 Cl, p. 333, Theorem 4.51. Let ga: = osp(2n, 2m; @). 
Then there exists a subalgebra CS of p(3) n j(Z(g, )) such that 
(1) The element R is contained in CS. 
(2) Any element P E S( 5: ) w can be expressed as P = Q/R” for some 
QECS and kEZ+. 
Remark 1. In [ 1, Chap. U-41, CS is explicitly given. 
Remark 2. In [7] it is declared that aos=j, hence d(3)=j(r(gc)). 
However, the equality fi 0 6 = j is not valid even in semisimple Lie algebra 
cases as shown in [6, Sect. 23.31. 
3. DISCRETE SERIES FOR osp(2n, 2m;lW) 
We fix a compact Cartan subalgebra h in osp(2n, 2m; Iw): 
h={ h=[ -:A -i i] A=diag(a,,a, ,..., a,,), 
B=diag(b,u, bzu, . . . . b,u),a,, bjE(W, u= 
We define e,El$ (1 <i<n) andfighz (1 <j<m) by putting 
ei(h) = fl ai, hfh)=J--lbj, 
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for h E h of the form in (3). Then roots are given as 
dC+={e,-~iI1 <i<j<niu{J;+fJI l<i<jQm) 
:the set of positive compact roots, 
A,: = {ei+ejl 1 <i<j<n) 
:the set of positive non-compact roots, 
A,f=A,+uA,: 
:the set of positive even roots, 
A: = {ei+fjI 1 <idn, 1 <j<m} 
:the set of positive odd roots. 
Denote by f a subalgebra of g corresponding to A,., a maximal compact 
subalgebra of go. Let g( ) 1) be a direct sum of root spaces corresponding 
to A : and g( ) 2) a direct sum of those corresponding to A’. Then go has 
a natural h-graded algebra structure 
with g(O) = fc. We put q = g( -2)O g( - 1) Of,, a parabolic subalgebra 
with reductive part f,. 
If A E I$ is of the form 
~=,~cmkei+ ,<~cmPih7 
. . . . 
then we write I = (A,, I,, . . . . A,; pr, pz, . . . . p,) and call it a coordinate 
expression of A. Now we can state Proposition 1.3 more precisely. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let the associated constant be - 1. Then an irreducible 
admissible super unitary representation of osp(2n, 2m; W) is a lowest weight 
, p2, . . . . pm) which module with the lowest weight ,I = (A,, 12, . . . . I,,; p, 
satisfies 
and 
Remark 1. For osp(2n, 2m+ 1; R), the lowest weight A= (A,, A,, . . . . A,; 
PI p2, . . . . p,) of a super unitary representation satisfies 
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and 
&-,$EZ; &EE. 
Remark 2. It is possible that there is no super unitary representation 
for a given lowest weight 1 satisfying the above conditions. However, in 
almost all the cases, an integral ;1 of the above form gives a super unitary 
representation, For example, if 1,a n, then 1 is the lowest weight of a super 
unitary representation (see Theorem 3.3 and [ 12, Theorem 3.51). 
Take a lowest weight A E Ij: for a (limit of) holomorphic discrete series 
representation of Sp(2n, R) x S0(2m). Moreover we assume that 1 satisfies 
the condition in Proposition 3.1. Then necessarily we have 
(a) lj(l<i<~)and~j(l<j,<m)areallintegers. 
(b) It holds that 
Since A is also the lowest weight for a finite dimensional representation of 
f,, we denote it by r(I). Extend r(J) trivially on 9(-2)09(-l) and get 
a representation of q denoted by the same symbol r(A). 
DEFINITION 3.2. Put 
D(l) = Indi r(n) 
and call it a discrete series for oep(24 2nr; IF!) with parameter 1. 
The name “discrete series” will be justified in the sequel. 
At first, we study the irreducibility of D(1). 
THEOREM 3.3. If R(A -p) #O, then D(l) is an irreducible admissible 
super unitary representation of osp(2n, 2m; [w). Its associated constant is 
6=-l. 
Proof. Admissibility is obvious by standard arguments. Super unitarity 
follows from [ 12, Theorem 3.51 once the irreducibility of D(l) is estab- 
lished. So here it is enough to prove the irreducibility. Let NE D(A) be a 
non-trivial subrepresentation. Then N has a lowest weight vector u. Denote 
its weight by v. Since a Laplace operator ZE 3 acts on D(A) as a scalar 
multiplication by p(z)(A), it holds that zu =p(z)(l) v. On the other hand, z 
acts as a scalar p(z)(v), on a lowest weight vector with weight v. So we get 
P(Z)(l) =pG)(v) (ZE3). 
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By Proposition 2.3, we conclude that for any JE C’S, J’(i - p) =f( v - p) 
holds. Note that R( I - p) = R( v - p ) # 0 in particular. By the same 
proposition. any g E S( h,) W’ can be expressed as g = f/R’ for some f~ CS. 
So we have g( I - p ) = g( v - p ) for any g E S( h, ) I”, which in turn means 
E. - p = \I’( v - p ) (4) 
for some w  E W. Let us prove that I = v, using (4). Then it is a contradic- 
tion that N is a proper subrepresentation and we prove the proposition. 
Let v = (vr, v2, . . . . vn; o,, 01~. . . . . w,) be a coordinate expression of v. 
Since v is a lowest weight vector of an admissible representation, v is a 
lowest weight for a finite dimensional representation of f,. Therefore v 
satisfies 
Coordinate expressions of A- p and v - p become 
I-p=(I,-n+m,~,-n+m+l,...,~,+m-1; 
pI - fiz + 1, p2 -m + 2, . . . . pm ). 
v-p=(v,-n+nz,v,-n+m+l,...,v,+m-1; 
o,---m+ l,oz--m+2, . . . . 0,). 
From this we see that 
O-cl,-n+m<i,--n+m+l< ... <J,+m-1, 
O<v,-n+mn?v,--n+m+l< ... <v,+m-1, 
hence w  = 1 on symplectic part and 1; = vi (1 < i< n). Note that v is 
expressed on h as 
v=l+ 1 Sy(ej-e,)+ 1 t,(ei+ej) 
i<j icj 
+ C U,iCei-f;) + 1 uij(ei +A), 
i. i i. j 
where sii, tij, uV , tlii are all non-negative integers. Since lli = vi (1 < ib n), 
we can conclude all sy, tii, uV, vii are zero. Now we have I = v. Q.E.D. 
Remark. As we mentioned in Proposition 1.3, a super unitary represen- 
tation is a lowest weight module if the associated constant 6 is - 1. For 
S = I, we can define discrete series representations in a similar manner, 
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using a parabolic q’ = g(0) 0 g( 1) @g(2) instead of q. They are highest 
weight representations. All the results stated in this article are valid for 
those highest weight modules after appropriate modifications of statements. 
4. CHARACTERS AND SUPER-CHARACTERS OF 
ADMISSIBLE SUPER UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS 
First of all, we define a character and a super-character of an admissible 
super unitary representation of g. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let (0, F) be an admissible super unitary representa- 
tion of g. For an element h of a Cartan subalgebra $. put 
and 
Ch(F)(h) = Ch((o, F))(h) = trace {exp o(h) ] 
&h(F)(h) = s-Ch((o, F))(h) =s-trace (exp o(h)}, 
where s-trace means superrrace. We call Ch(F) the character of (0, F), and 
&h(F) the super-character. 
4.1. Discrete Series Representations 
Characters and super-characters are formal power series on h, and 
analytic on negative Weyl chambers if o is a lowest weight representation. 
Let us calculate the characters and super characters of discrete series 
representations. 
By the definition, we have 
D(L) = Indz$l) 
= wl(2)0I3(1)) @CT(A) 
“SM2)) oc A g(l) oc T(A). 
Therefore it becomes 
By Weyl’s classical character formula, the character of s(l) is given by 
Ch(T(l)) = ‘wE w(dc) det( NJ) exp ~(2 - p,) 
exp(-p,)Il,..:(l -expa) 
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On the other hand, we have 
Ch(U(g(2)0g(l)))=Ch(S(g(2)))-Ch /‘-/g(l)( > 
1 
= rLA,f (1-exptx) 
n (l+evBh 
aEd: 
hence 
is 
is 
Remark that ~-p~=((n+ 1)/2-m, (n+1)/2-m, (n+1)/2-m; O,O,...,O) 
invariant under the compact Weyl group W(d,.). Now we proved 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The character of a discrete series representation D(A) 
given as 
Similarly we can calculate the super-character of D(A). 
PROPOSITION 4.3. The super-character of a discrete series representation 
D(l) is given as 
s-Ch( D( A)) = c WE w(A,, det(Hj) exp N-P) . II (1-evD). 
exp(-6MI,.A;(l-expa) pEA; 
DEFINITION 4.4. We call 
exp(-p) n (1-expa). n (l+expP)-’ 
aEd; BEA; 
the Weyl denominator and 
exp(-p) n (1-expa). n (l-expfl))’ 
ore/lo+ /?;A; 
the WeJjl super denominator. 
The algebraic construction of holomorphic discrete series representations 
for semisimple Lie groups of Hermitian symmetric type is studied very well 
by many mathematicians. First of all is Harish-Chandra [S] and a very 
concrete presentation is given by Varadarajan [ 14, Proposition 2.3.51. 
Since those works are archetypes for our definition of D(A), there is a 
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strong resemblance between characters of (holomorphic) discrete series of 
Lie algebras and Lie superalgebras. Namely they differ only on the 
appearance of the Weyl denominator. 
Now we can justify the term “discrete series for orthosymplectic algebra.” 
They have those distinct properties which are 
(a) They are parametrized by lowest weights in a positive part of the 
integral lattice of hz. Eigenvalues of Laplace operators are discretely 
distributed for this series of representations. 
(b) They are irreducible at generic parameters. 
(c) They are unitarizable generically. At least their irreducible 
quotients are unitarizable. 
(d) Similar character formulas hold for discrete series of osp and 
holomorphic discrete series of oep, z sp x 50. 
(e) Restriction of D(J.) to the even part asp, decomposes into (limits 
of) holomorphic discrete series representations for asp,. For this, see 
Theorem 6.1. 
(f) The induced module of r(n) from g(0) + g( -2) to oep, is a (limit 
of) holomorphic discrete series representation for asp,. 
4.2. Oscillator Representations 
In this subsection, we calculate the character and the super-character 
of the oscillator representation, which is a unitary representation of 
orthosymplectic algebra but does not belong to the discrete series. For 
definitions and detailed properties, see [ 111. 
Let F be the oscillator representation of osp(2n, 2m; Iw). Then H can be 
realized as follows. Its representation space is 
F=@[z,I 1 Gi,<n]@g(rj) 1 <j<m), 
where C[z,] 1 ,< i<n] is a polynomial ring of variables {zil 1 6 idn} and 
U(r,( 1 <j < m) is a Clifford algebra generated by { rjl 1 <j,< m} with 
relations 
t-j-= 1, rirj + rjri = 0 (i #j). 
An element h E lj in (3) acts on monomials in F as 
xz:1z:2...zk.r:lr~...r’m 
” m 
181 ~I41,2-I I 
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(OL, is an automorphism of %Z(r-,I 1 <j< m) which sends ri to ri (i#j) and rj 
t0 -Yj), 
x ,hZh ‘L 1 “‘Zn “nr?r$...r$ 
From this, using the notations {ei,fi} c hg in Section 3, we have 
O(Z)= fi (l-expei))‘exp+ei fi (exp$fi+exp(-ifi)) 
i=l *=l 
and 
s-Ch(Z) = fi (1 - exp e,))’ exp $ei fi (exp ffi - exp( -ifi)). 
i=l i=l 
However, Z ’ IS not irreducible but has two irreducible components Z+ and 
E-. Their representation spaces are given by 
F+ =C[z,( 1 <i<n]+ O%(rjI 1 <jGm)+ 
+C[z,ll <i<n]-@%?(rjJ 1 <j<m)-, 
Fp =C[z,ll <i<n]+ @%(r,ll <j<m) 
+@[ziI1~i~n]~O~(rjI1~j~m)+, 
where @[z,Il<i<n]+ (respectively %‘(r,(l<j<m)+) is a subspace of 
C[zi I 1 G i < n] (respectively W(rj) 1 <j < m)) generated by monomials of 
even degree. Of course @[zi ) 1 < i 6 n] - (respectively U( r, I 1 <j < m) - ) is 
a subspace generated by monomials of odd degree. Put 
and 
8’ =Ch(C[zil 1 dibn]‘) 
Yy’ =Ch(W(rj) 1 <j<m)*). 
Then we have Ch(Z+)=@+Y++@-!?- and Ch(E”-)=@+Y-+ 
O-Y’+. Let us calculate Ch(Z+), for example. Notice that 
fi (l-expei))‘+ fi (l+expei)-’ 
i= 1 i= I I 
=exp v. 
nl=, (l--eXpei)+n~=, (l+expei) 
nl=, (1 -exp 2ei) 
1 (5) 
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where v=CIGiS,, eJ2. We put 0,’ = {e, 4 ejl i <j} and consider it as 
a positive system of a root system of type D. Similarly we put 
C,+=D,+u(2ei11<i6 PZ}. Then by Weyl’s character formula it holds that 
n (l-expcr)= 1 detwexp(p(D,)-wp(D,)). (6) 
OrED,+ WOE W(D.) 
Here W(D,) is a Weyl group of D, and p(D,) =CF=, (n-i) ei. For the 
time being, we use a tentative notation 
Q(A)= n (l-expcr) 
EEA 
for a subset A of I$. Multiply (5) by the formula (6) and we see 
G?(C: )@+=iexpr fi (1-expei)+ fi (l+exPei) 
1 i= 1 i= I I 
x 1 det w exp(p(D, I- w(D, )) 
WE W&J 
exp v 
= n! c exp(v - sv) c det w  exp(p(D,) - wp(D,)) 
SE WC&) WE W(D.) 
=f c d et w  exp(p(D,) + 2v - w(p(D,) + sv)). 
’ s, WE W(D,) 
It is easy to see that, if sv # v, then 
1 det w  exp(p(D,) + v - w(p(D,) + sv)) = 0. 
WE WD.) 
Now the above formula becomes 
Q(C,‘) 8+ = c det w  exp(p(D,) + 2v - w(p(D,) + v)). 
WE WD.) 
Since 8- =Ch(@ [zil 1 <i<n])-@+, we get 
a(c,‘)s-=- c det w  exp(p(D,) + 2v - w(p(D,) + v)). 
WE WCn)?W(D.) 
Let 0,’ = {fi +f;l i<j} be a positive system of a root system of type D. 
Weyl’s character formula tells us 
Q(D,f ) Y+ = c det MJ exp(p(D,) - @(D,) + P)), 
W’E W(D,) 
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where p = xJ’!=, (1/2)f, and p(D,) = I”= 1 (m -j)f,. Let C,t = 0,’ u 
{2&I 1 <j< m} be a positive root system of type C. Then we obtain 
similarly 
Q(D,+)Y-= c detwexp(p(D,)-w(p(D,)+p)). 
H’E W’C,,~ WI&I 
At last we can calculate Ch(Z+ ): 
Ch(I+)=@+‘P+ +0-Y’- 
x 
1 
1 detwe-“.‘P’&‘+v) c detse-“‘P’Dm)+P) 
W’E W(D,l IE V&) 
+ ~~~(~,,,,(D~idet~,e-“‘P’D ‘^+‘) 
X 
~~~(~,,,~‘D~,detse-“P’Dm)+~)j 
=B(Ll,+)- 
1 eP’D.“m)+Zv 
1 
c det we -~~(P’D.“mJ+~+Pl 
*‘E W’D.“,) 
+ c det ,t,e~“‘~‘D,,,)+v~e.+~-/nt) 
WE WD.“,) 
=&-2(Ll,+)- 1 eP’D.“m)+2v 
X C detwe -w’P’Dnvm)+v+P) (1 +ew’e.+fm) 
WE W(D”“m) 
Here we denote D,, m = D, u D, for simplicity and put p(D,,,) = 
p(D, j + p(D,). Similar calculations lead us to Ch(B- ): 
x c detwe --*‘(P’D.“,)+v+Il--P”)(l +e”‘/m-‘.‘), 
WE W&“,) 
We summarize these results into 
PROPOSITION 4.5. The characters of irreducible components of the 
oscillator representations Z”+ and E”- are given by 
ch(B+ j = ewe W(&vm) det w  exp(p - w(p + A))( 1+ exp w(e, +f,)) 
I-I orsdo+U -evaI 
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and 
Ch(z- ) = C,, cc’(do)~,w‘(D,,,) det )+rexp(p - 14~ + A))(1 + exp de, +L)) 
l-I zsdo+U -exp @ 
7 
where il= -v+p= -zy=, (1/2)e,+CJT, (l/Z)f;. 
Proof: Note that p(D,,,, ) + 2v = p and W(d,)\W(D,,,) = 
sW(D .,,), where SE W(d,) sends ei to ei (i#n), e, to -e,, and fj tofj 
(1 <j < m). Now it is easy to make the formulas before the proposition into 
the desired form. Q.E.D. 
Similarly we get 
PROPOSITION 4.6. The super-characters of irreducible oscillator represen- 
tations E”+ and E=“- are given by 
det IV exp(p - ~v(p + A))( 1 - exp M(e,I +f,)) 
s-Ch(~+)=C”‘“‘D”“m’ n*E,~(l-expcl) , 
det w  exp(p - ~(p + A))( 1 - exp u’(e,, +f;n)) 
s-Ch(~-)=~“.““‘dO”:W’D”““J n,..~(l-expcr) . 
5. CHARACTERS AND SUPER-CHARACTERS OF THE UNITARY 
REPRESENTATIONS OF oep(2,2;R) 
In this section, we determine characters and super-characters of all the 
irreducible unitary representations of osp(2, 2; R) which can be integrated 
up to the representations of Sp(2, R) x SO(2) as representations of the even 
part. We call these representations integrable unitary representations. 
In [12, Theorem 4.51, we determined all the irreducible integrable 
unitary representations of osp(2, 2; R). To prove Theorem 4.5 in [12], we 
used some character formulas. Here we will give these formulas. We don’t 
know a priori if the representations treated here exhaust all the irreducible 
integrable unitary representations; however, a posteriori, they indeed 
exhaust all the irreducible integrable unitary representations by 
Theorem 4.5 in [ 121. 
Let V(A; p) be an irreducible lowest weight module of osp(2,2; R) with 
the lowest weight (A; p) = Ae, +pf,. We assume that ,i. and p are both 
integers which satisfy A 2 1~). Since p = (0; 0), V(A; p) coincides with a 
discrete series representation D(L; p) if and only if A > 1 p 1. 
Put x=expe, andy=expf”,. 
.al’l41’2-I? 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let I’(& p) be an irreducible lowest w-eight module of’ 
osp(2, 2; R) with lowest weight (E.; 11). Assume that i, and p are both integers 
satisfving A >, 1 p 1 .
( 1) !f A> ( p ( , then it holds that 
and 
(2) rfA= Ip), then it holds that 
ProojI Part (1) is clear from Propositions 4.5 and 4.6, since 
Ch I’(,$ p) = Ch D( 2; p). 
Let us prove (2). Note that V(1; p) is an irreducible quotient of D( il; p). 
In the case of osp(2,2; W), we have 
W4)-/\9WO~(9(W (as vector spaces) 
because $2; cc) is one-dimensional. Let X(1; +_ 1) be non-zero root vectors 
corresponding to odd roots e, +_f,, respectively and X(2; 0) be that corre- 
sponding to an even root 2e,. Then a vector o in D( 1; cl) can be expressed 
like 
v=F,+F,X(l, l)+F,X(l; -1)+F4X(l, -1)X(1; l), 
where the Fj (1 < i < 4) are polynomials in X(2; 0). 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.3, a vector u is annihilated by negative root 
vectors only if its weight (v; o) satisfies R((v; w) - p) = 0. Note that 
R((v;o)-p)=(v-o)(v+o). 
Assume J = p. Then it is impossible that v + w  = 0. So a primitive vector 
u must have a weight (v; v). Now it is easy to conclude that u is of the 
form u = X( 1; 1) 1 (1 E $1; A)). Explicit calculation tells us that indeed 
u = X( 1; 1) 1 is primitive. Therefore u = X( 1; 1) 1 generates a submodule 
(F2X(1; l)+F,X(l; -1)X(1; l))F,andF,arepolynomialsinX(2;0)) 
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in D(1; A). Its irreducible quotient 
(F, + F,X(l; - 1)1 F, and F3 are polynomials in X(2; 0)} 
is equivalent to V(1; A). Now it is easy to deduce the desired character 
formula. 
The case where 1= -p can be treated similarly. Q.E.D. 
6. AN APPLICATION OF THE CHARACTER FORMULAS 
Again we return to the case of oep(2n, 2m; R) and keep to the notations 
in Sections l-4. In this section we decompose D(A) explicitly as a represen- 
tation of the even part in two extreme cases. In one of the cases, A is “very 
regular” and, in the other, 1 is “very singular.” 
Let r(1) be a finite dimensional irreducible representation of f, with 
lowest weight II as in Section 3. Since the adjoint action of 9, = g(0) leaves 
g( 1) invariant, A g( 1) gives a representation of f,. Decompose 
r(A) 0 A g( 1) as a representation of f,: 
where ~(1, v) is a multiplicity. Put T(1) = {V E hg 1 m(l, v) #O}. 
For AE$: satisfying the conditions (a) and (b) in Section 3, we denote 
by x9(n) a (limit of) holomorphic discrete series representation of 
Sp(2n, R) x S0(2m) with lowest weight 1. 
THEOREM 6.1. If il E $z is a parameter of the discrete series representa- 
tions satisfj~ing R(I -p) #O, then a discrete series representation D(A) of 
oep(2n, 2m; Iw) is decomposed as a representation of the even part 
go = sp(2n, Iw) x w(2m) as 
D(l)= C” m(A, \I) XL@(v). 
YE T(1) 
Proof: Since D(A) is a lowest weight module for g, its subquotient as a 
g,-module is a lowest weight module for g,,. By Theorem 3.3, if 
R(A - p) # 0 then D(I) is super unitary, so it is infinitesimally unitary for 
go. The classification of unitarizable lowest weight modules for 
ep(2n, R) x so(2m) 12, Theorem 8.41 tells us that D(l) is a direct sum of 
(limits of) holomorphic discrete series representations of go. Characters of 
holomorphic discrete series representations are linearly independent on a 
compact Cartan subalgebra (see [13], for example), the only thing to do 
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is to decompose the character of D(i) as a sum of characters of (limits of) 
holomorphic discrete series representations of go. 
Using the notations in Section 4, the character Ch X9(v) is given by 
ChXg(r)=Ch(r(r)) n (I -expcz-‘. 
xt_l; 
Now it is easy to see 
ChD(~)=Ch(r(~)O~g(l)) n (1-expa))’ 
ac‘Yi,l 
= ,E~t~m(i,v)ch(~(v)) n (I-expa)-’ 
1 ; aELf,+ 
= c” m(A, v) Ch X9(v). Q.E.D. 
I’E 732.) 
In the following, we give two explicit decompositions, which are typical 
in the meaning that they give the most singular and the most regular cases. 
Both can be obtained as corollaries of Theorem 6.1. 
Case 1. Let A = (a. a? . . . . a; b, b, . . . . b) be a parameter of discrete series 
such that R(I - p) # 0. So integers a and b must satisfy 
a+b>n, b ~0. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let A= (a, a, . . . . a; b, b, . . . . b ) be as above. Moreover, we 
assume that b 6 - 2nm. Then a discrete series D(A) is decomposed as a 
g,-module as 
x X9(a, . . . . a, a + s; b-u, 6, . . . . b, b + s - 2t - u). 
ProoJ Corresponding decomposition of ~(2) 0 A g( 1) can be easily 
obtained. Q.E.D. 
Case 2. Take a parameter I = (AI, I,, . . . . A,,; p r , p2, . . . . p,, ) of a discrete 
series representation and assume that 
&+2nm<&+, (l<i<n-1), IPII +2nm6;1,, 
IPj+ll+2nm~l~jl (1 <j<m), 
where we put pm+, = 0. Then A automatically satisfies R( A- p) # 0. 
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For a subset A of roots A, we set x A = C3L E A LY. Then as above, we can 
prove 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let i be as above. Then a discrete series D(1) is decom- 
posed as a go-module as 
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